
The STS Leeuwin II is Western Australia’s very own 
tall ship, a unique three-masted 1850’s barquentine. 

A Youth Explorer Voyage onboard will 
lift a student to the next level and ensure they 
are given the edge to enter the work place with 

the best opportunities available to them.  

INVEST IN THEIR FUTURE

What your 
investment offers:

The ability to build their work-
ready skills and add to their 
resume. Communication, 
leadership, teamwork and 
collaboration are just a few 
of the skills employers are 
looking for.

A safe and trusted program 
which has run for over 30 
years.

Voyage participants are able to 
learn things they wouldn’t 
normally in the classroom or 
workplace through experiential 
learning.

Inspirational trips with CAS 
outcomes. 

Ability to complete the 
Adventurous or Residential 
Journey component of the 
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. 

The opportunity to earn the 
Outdoor Adventurous Activity 
or Pursuit for Venturer Scouts 
doing the Queen’s Scout 
Award.

An invitation to return as a 
Leeuwin volunteer. 

The chance to explore an 
interest in a Maritime or 
Marine Career.

The ability to make friends 
outside regular school, 
university, workplace or 
sporting groups.

Proven to improve social 
confidence for their future.
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Leeuwin Ocean Adventure is a 
trusted not-for-profit organisation 
based in Fremantle, Western 
Australia. Since 1986 we have 
welcomed more than 40,000 
young people onboard the STS 
Leeuwin II. 
We offer a week-long experience 
like no other. Your student will be 
surrounded by active friends, develop 
skills for the workplace and test 
their personal limits in a safe and 
supportive environment. 

Who are we?

ADVENTURE | LEADERSHIP | TEAMWORK| CHALLENGE | FRIENDSHIP

What do parents say?
We asked the next of kin of 
participants (mostly parents) about 
what they thought of their child’s 
Leeuwin voyage experience. The 
results where reassuringly positive.

Of all respondents:

97.8%
would 
recommend a 
Leeuwin voyage 
to a young 
person.

89.3%
said their Leeuwin 
voyage helped 
them to have more 
confidence in 
themselves.

76.1%
agreed the participant 
appreciated their 
own personal 
circumstances (family, 
school, community) 
more.

76.9%
became better at 
making their own 
decisions at home, at 
school and in general.



Creating Young Leaders 
Rottnest Island is Western Australia’s very own island getaway, located just 
19 kilometres off the coast of Fremantle. 
Add the serivce component, make an impact and get involved in wildlife 
and habitat conservation. The students will get the opportunity to make a 
real difference.  The island has a range of curriculum-linked activities on 
offer;

Activity
Sail training is a great outdoor 
adventure activity for people of all 
ages and abilities. 
It uses the experience of being 
at sea to help people learn 
about themselves, discover 
hidden strengths and talents and 
understand the value of working in 
a team.

What can students expect? 

www.sailleeuwin.com

Contact our team on 
(08) 9430 4105

office@sailleeuwin.com 

Visit us at B Berth, 
Victoria Quay, Fremantle, WA.
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Service

““It is a great challenge and allows them to learn 
about life skills and social etiquette/attitudes in 
an environment without digital technology. They 

return with a smile on their face” 
– Next of Kin Survey Participant, 2016

SHIP            www.sailleeuwin.comSHIPtall SHIPfriend leader

“My son came back a 
happier, more 

confident young man 
who for the first time 

in his life had made 
lifelong friends that 

accepted him the way 
he was. As a 

parent I couldn’t ask 
for more!” 

– Next of Kin Survey Participant, 2016

The Youth Explorer Program is 
endorsed by:

Queen’s Scout 
Award

Participants face demanding 
challenges, both physical and 
emotional.
They gain self-confidence, 
courage and a sense of personal 
responsibility. 
An acceptance of others, 
whatever their social or cultural 
backgrounds, and develops a 
willingness to take controlled 
risks.
Sail training has a record 
of considerable success in 
developing character and ability 
in men and women to take on 
the challenges of life.

Curious Quokkas -  meet the world’s happiest animal and 
investigate their behaviour and habitat
Sustainability Challenge – a geo-cache cycle challenge and 
explore sustainability initiatives on the island
Beach Clean-up –keep this island paradise clean by 
collecting ocean debris on the beaches
Tidal Treasures – develop knowledge of coastal and marine 
ecosystems
Adventure Challenge Cycle – solve clues and find your next 
destination


